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Letf(z) be an entire function represented by the gap series 
Ii a,,& (0 = A, < A, < *a* < A, < h,+l < **.). (1) 
n =o 
In [l; pp. 9-111 it is shown that the order p(0 .< p -< CO) off(z) is related 
to the terms of (1) by 
p = IiT+yp (X, log &/log 1 a, l-l), 
Assume that 0 < p < co, and let 
where M(r) is the maximum modulus off(z) on ( x 1 = Y. 
It is known [4; pp. 44-461 that T = 4. In addition [4] gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions for 0 < t < T < co, but these conditions do not give 
a precise result for the lower limit t. S. M. Shah [3] relates t and 0 for nongap 
series, and the purpose of this note is to extend those results to the series (1). 
The methods used here are similar to those of 0. P. Juneja and P. Singh [2] 
and S. M. Shah [3]. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be an entire function of order p(0 < p < a) and 
represented by the gap series (1). If 
then 
t 2L.e. 
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Proof. Suppose first that 0 < 6 < ,CD. Then 
A, 1 a, fAn > (8 -- c) pe for all 72 > rza(~). 
By Cauchy’s inequality M(r) >, / a, / rA*, and hence for n > n,,(c) we have 
log M(r)/rP 3 (log / a, 1 + A, log r)/rO 
> UlrW, logy - (L/P) log& + (WP) log[V - 4 pel>. 
Let 
Then 
log W)P > (PW~+XUP) logUlp@ + 644~) hidl~ - 4 41 
= WL/b+l) lod(fJ - +Pl 
> B(L - 6) log[(0 - c)e/e]. 
Hence, t 3 L . 8, a result which obviously holds when 6’ = 0. If 0 is infinite, 
the argument shows that t is infinite. 
In the other direction we have 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be an entire function of order p(0 < p < 00) and 
represented by the gap series (1). Write 
1% I %bn+l I 
A= h -A (n = 0, 1, 2 )... ). 
n+1 n 
If Jo,, is eventually a nondecreasing function of n, then 9 3 t. 
Proof. Let 
f(z) = f U,ZA” = P(z) + Az’;F(x), 
a=0 
where P(z) is a polynomial, A and k are constants, and F(z) is an entire 
function. It is easy to show that 
t(f 1 = t(F) and e(f) = W)* 
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that 
$0 < 41 < .” < +j < “’ . 
In addition, I,!I,+~ < #n for an infinite number of n, otherwise the radius of 
convergence of (1) would be finite. tin tends to infinity with n. 
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Let 
P(Y) = n-g; I a, / 2”. 
If L < A , then 
/b(Y) = j a, 1 YL,, for *n-1 :< log r < & . 
Suppose first that t < CO. Since log p(r) + log M(r), we have 
(1% I an I + &I log Y)P > (t - 4, 
provided that I,/++.~ < log Y < #n and n exceeds B,(E), say. If X = A, / a, IplAn, 
then 
or 
X > Oh3 expKdWt - 4 ~01 
3 (A,/r”)(e . p/&)(t - c) rp = ep(t - E), 
since e” 3 e . v for all v. Further, if #n = JJ,+~ = ... = #n-1,8 = log Y and 
if1 <P<nz,n-m>n,, then the above procedure leads to 
h n--D I an-P I ““w > ep(t - 6). 
Hence, 0 > t. If t is infinite, the argument shows that 8 is infinite. 
COROLLARY. Let f(z) be an entire function of order p(0 < p < 03) and 
represented by (1). If 
and 
(ii) log i 4a,+l I *n= A -A 
n+1 n 
is eventually a nondecreasing function of n, then 
t = 8. 
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